
 

Property Brothers venture into homebuilding
with $5M house for sale outside Las Vegas
Would you buy a Property Brothers-branded home?
By Liz Stinson   Jul 22, 2019, 9:36am EDT
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Jonathan and Drew Scott, also know as the Property Brothers, know a thing or two about how to build a lifestyle brand. From HGTV
renovations to a line of furnishings, these real estate jack of all trades seem to be well positioned for their next big move: branded
homes.
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The brothers are working with Las Vegas architecture and construction companies to create luxury homes under the name of Dream
Homes by Scott Living. The company’s first property, a 8,600-square-foot house in a development outside of Las Vegas, is now on the
market for $4,995,000.

Though construction just broke ground (it’s expected to complete in January 2020), plans for the house are already public, and boy
are they something. The modern design has five bedrooms and 8.5 bathrooms all tucked onto a .56-acre plot of land. According to the
listing, the house includes a game room, wine storage, wet bar for entertaining, room for 11 cars, and a “two-story cooled ‘man cave’”
that’s big enough for the sports court of your choosing.

We haven’t seen renderings of the interior, but it’s safe to assume that there, too, the Property Brothers plan to put their mark on their
first branded home. Per Realtor.com, whoever buys the house gets more than a questionably large home—naturally they’ll also get a
visit from the Property Brothers themselves during the official housewarming.
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